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ABSTRACT 
Axiomatic Design has been developed as a general design 
framework during the past two decades and TRIZ has been 
developed as a design tool for over 50 years.  Axiomatic design is 
quite excellent in that design should be decoupled.  When a 
design matrix is established, the characteristics of  the design are 
identified according to the coupling properties. If  the design is 
coupled, a decoupling process should be found.  However, 
axiomatic design does not specifically indicate how to decouple a 
coupled design. In this paper, the decoupling process is classified 
into six patterns.  It is demonstrated that each pattern could be 
solved by an appropriate TRIZ module.  The method is applied 
to the conceptual design processes of  a tape feeder and the beam 
adjuster of  a laser marker, and the results are analyzed.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Currently, conceptual design is receiving much attention in 
industries.  The capability of  creating a new design becomes more 
important than ever before because the engineering environment 
is rapidly changing.  A good design has a large impact on the 
entire engineering process.   
One useful design methodology is axiomatic design.  It consists 
of  two axioms for general design [1].  The first axiom is the 
Independence Axiom.  It states that the independence of  
functional requirements (FRs) must always be maintained, where 
FRs are defined as the minimum set of  independent requirements 
that characterize the design goals [2].  The second axiom is the 
Information Axiom, and it states that among those designs that 
satisfy the Independence Axiom, the design with the smallest 
information content is the best design [3].    
TRIZ is a Russian acronym for the theory of  inventive problem 
solving.  TRIZ was created and developed in former USSR by the 
Russian engineer and inventor G.S. Altshuller.  TRIZ is a science 
that studies evolution of  technical systems to develop methods 
for inventive problem solving.  The main distinction of  TRIZ 
from creative methods that are based on the trial and error 
approach is that the TRIZ offers directed and algorithmic 

searching of  solutions instead of  chaotic generation of  ideas 
[4~6].   
Axiomatic design has the advantage in deriving the initial design 
[7~8].  When a design matrix is established, the characteristics of  
the design are identified according to the coupling properties.  If  
the design is coupled, a decoupling process should be found.  
However, axiomatic design does not specifically indicate how to 
decouple a coupled design.  In the papers of  Kai [9~10] and Kim 
and Cochran [11], characteristics of  the two theories are analyzed 
and the possibility of  common use is discussed.  The example 
using both theories at the same time was also studied [12~13].  In 
those researches, the searching process is carried out for an 
uncoupled design from an initial coupled design.  TRIZ modules 
are utilized for the searching process.  
In this research, TRIZ is employed for a decoupling process of  a 
coupled design.  The coupling phenomena are classified into six 
patterns.  Each pattern could be decoupled by an appropriate 
TRIZ module.  A table, which matches the relationship between 
the decoupling process and the TRIZ module, is proposed for 
effective application of  the two design theories.  The proposed 
method is applied to the conceptual design processes of  a tape 
feeder and the beam adjuster of  a laser marker, and the results are 
analyzed.  
 

2 AXIOMATIC DESIGN AND TRIZ 

2.1 INTRODUCTION OF AXIOMATIC DESIGN 
A design is completed through continuous interactions between 
the goal set by the designer and the method for attaining the goal.  
Design is the form of  a product or process that can satisfy the 
functional requirements (FRs) that the designer wants.  In other 
words, it is a process of  mapping functional requirements into 
design parameters (DPs).  Mapping is choosing a relevant design 
parameter, which satisfies a given functional requirement.  The 
mapping process is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
According to the axiomatic principle, the design process proceeds 
in hierarchies as illustrated in Fig.1.  Designers begin the design 
from comprehensive functional requirements.  A design can 
decompose functional requirements into many hierarchies.  But 
the decomposition of  functional requirements must be carried 
out at the same time with the decomposition of  design 
parameters.  The zigzagging between functional requirements and 
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design parameters is necessary because the two sets of  each level 
are connected and mutually dependent.  
Axiomatic design provides a framework for choosing a good 
design.  The two design axioms are the “tools” that are helpful 
for the creation of  a new design.  The first axiom tells us about 
the selection of  a functional requirement.  The second axiom 
shows a quantitative method of  judging which design is more 
desirable.  The design axioms are defined as follows: 
 
Axiom 1:  The Independence Axiom 
Maintain the independence of  functional requirements.  
 
Axiom 2:  The Information Axiom 
Minimize the information content.  
 
The two axioms present the most fundamental means needed to 
choose the best design.   
For a design to be acceptable, the design must satisfy the first 
axiom.  A design matrix is defined to pursue the relationship 
between FRs and DPs as following: 
 

DPAFR =                                 (1) 
 
where FR is a vector for functional requirements, DP is a vector 
for design parameters and A is a design matrix.  If  we have three 
FRs and DPs, Eq. (1) can be shown as following: 
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where X means a relationship exists and O means there is no 
relationship.  

When the Independence Axiom is satisfied, the design matrix has 
the form of  a diagonal matrix or a triangular matrix.  The 
diagonal matrix in Eq. (2) represents a perfectly uncoupled design 
and is the most desirable form.  In this case, just one DP affects 
each FR because a modification on each DP only has influence 
on the corresponding FR.  The triangular matrix represents a 
decoupled design.  This form of  design is also a proper design, 
but the DPs need to be rearranged in a specific order so as to 
satisfy the FRs.  On the other hand, an uncoupled design does 
not require a specific order.  The third form of  a design is a 
coupled design.  This pattern of  design is undesirable because 
when a DP is modified, multiple FRs are changed.  There is no 
effective solution for undesirable change on the FRs.   
The Information Axiom is related to the complexity of  a design 
and implies that the simpler design is the better one.  In the 
Information Axiom, the DPs are selected according to 
information content.  The information content is defined by the 
probability of  success to satisfy corresponding FRs.  For example, 
the information content for the i-th functional requirement is 
defined as: 
 

p
I i

1
2log=                       (3)  

 
where p is the probability of  success for the i-th functional 
requirement.  The total information content is the summation of  
the information quantities.  When multiple solutions satisfy the 
Independence Axiom, the Information Axiom can be well 
exploited.  A solution with minimum information is selected [14].  
 

2.2 INTRODUCTION OF TRIZ 
 
TRIZ is a Russian acronym for the theory of  inventive problem 
solving.  TRIZ was created and developed in the former USSR by 
the Russian engineer and inventor G.S. Altshuller.  TRIZ is a 
science that studies evolution of  technical systems to develop 
methods for inventive problem solving [15].   In other words, it is 
to solve one’s own problem and achieve innovation by applying 
problem-solving principles used for distinguished inventions or 
inventors.  The basis of  TRIZ is the hypothesis that ‘most of  the 
innovative solutions for technological problems can be found 
through analogical reflection of  certain patterns or principles 
derived from previous cases of  inventions.’  To prove this 
hypothesis, patent cases have been investigated and a huge 
number of  patent cases have been analyzed until now [15~16].   
TRIZ is composed of  several analysis techniques.  Among them, 
an effect module sorts out physical, chemical and geometric 
principles by function for convenient use by inventors.  By using 
various principles in the module, inventors have a higher 
possibility for new inventions [17].  

Fig. 1 Concept of domain, mapping and spaces 
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Substance-field analysis is one of  analyzing tools in TRIZ to 
model systems for solving problems [18].  In the sense that every 
problem in technological systems occurs from interaction among 
substances in a field, a system can be expressed as a triangular 
model composed of  interacting substances and fields.  To 
formulate such a model, we need to clarify insufficiency in 
beneficial interactions and the occurrence of  harmful ones.  Thus, 
substance-field analysis is an important analyzing tool in problem 
solving [19~21].  A standard solution expresses the direction of  
problem solving using the same substance-field model for 
problems presented through substance-field analysis (in case 
there are a pair of  substances and a field between them and their 
interaction is harmful or insufficient or the effector is absent).  
There are a total of  76 patterns of  standard solutions, and five 
steps from step 1 for composition and decomposition of  
substance-field model to step 5 for the application of  the 
standard solution.  Breaking them down into smaller parts, the 
solutions are divided into 18 groups from 1-1 the composition of  
substance-field to 5-5 the acquisition of  substance particles and 
76 standard solutions from standard solution 1-1-1 to 5-5-3.  To 
draw an actual solution, we should select the optimal standard 
solution, and from the solution, derive effective ideas by solving 
real problems.   
Algorithm for Inventive problem solving (ARIZ) is the latest 
technique of  classical TRIZ developed by Altshuller.  It is made 
by rearranging all classical TRIZ techniques.  That is, ARIZ is a 
thinking process for solving the most complex ones among 
engineering problems.  Specifically, it is an algorithm of  problem 
solving by transposing a technological contradiction into a 
physical contradiction and again clarifying the ideal final solution.  
A major characteristic of  this process is that, aiming at the 
resolution of  contradictions in a complicated problem, it solves 

the problem through efficient use of  currently available resources.  
Further details are in references [17~21].  
 

3 THE USE OF TRIZ ACCORDING TO THE 
AXIOMATIC DESIGN PATTERN 

When a design is analyzed axiomatically at the early stage of  
conceptual design and it is found not to be a coupled design, we 
need to adopt a better pattern of  design.  For this, design 
parameters are added or changed frequently.  In adding or 
changing design parameters, if  the designer relies on only one’s 
experiences, it may not be a satisfactory design.   
In such a situation, we can draw a design using either axiomatic 
design or TRIZ or combining the two complementarily to each 
other.  Fig. 2 shows a design process that uses the two axioms and 
TRIZ together.  When a design does not satisfy the 
Independence Axiom, it is a coupled design and a new design is 
required.  The coupled designs are classified into six patterns and 
TRIZ modules are utilized according to the pattern.  If  multiple 
designs are produced, a final design is chosen.  To choose the 
final design, the Information Axiom is employed.  The six 
patterns are as follows: 

3.1 COUPLED DESIGN WITH INSUFFICIENT DESIGN 
PARAMETERS (AD1 PATTERN) 

When we have insufficient design parameters compared to the 
number of  functional requirements, it is named as the ‘AD1’ 
pattern.   An example is as following: 
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In the case of  AD1, it is difficult to derive a satisfactory design by 
adjusting the insufficient number of  design parameters.  We need 
to add design parameters to satisfy the Independence Axiom.   
An applicable TRIZ module for this is the science and technology 
effect module.  This module classifies various science and 
technology principles for reuse.  In addition, there are 76 
standard solution groups in the substance-field model (SFM).   
Among them, the following ones are applicable.  
 
1) Standard solution group 5-1: Group 5-1, which is one of  the 
18 groups of  TRIZ standard solutions, introduces substances 
under constraints.  For example, standard solution 5-1-4 
introduces the vacuum or bubble of  an expanding structure.  An 
example is hauling a crashed airplane by using an inflatable bag.  
 
2) Standard solution group 5-2: Group 5-2 introduces fields 
under constraints.  For example, we can use an existing field first 
in standard solution 5-2-1.  If  gas is contained in liquid oxygen, it 
is separated by rotating the liquid.  
 
3) Standard solution group 5-4: Group 5-4 uses physical effects.  
For example, in standard solution 5-4-1, when an object has to 
alternate its physical state, the object performs the transition by 
itself.  A sample case is the use of  a shape memory alloy for 

Fig.2 Flow chart of the proposed design 
process 
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making heat-sensitive values.  Summaries on the standard 
solutions are in references [21].  

3.2 WHEN FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS ARE ADDED 
(AD2 PATTERN) 

Sometimes functional requirements should be added to an 
uncoupled or decoupled design.  The pattern is represented in Eq. 
(5). In Eq. (5) is added to an uncoupled design.   
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Such a case is named as the ‘AD2’ pattern.   Design parameters 
should be added to satisfy the new functional requirements.  
Applicable modules in the TRIZ substance-field model are as 
follows: 
 
1) Science and technology effect: The science and technology 
effect module can be used to add new design parameters.  The 
science and technology effect module sorts out physical, chemical 
and geometrical principles by function for convenient use of  
inventors.  For example, to cool down substances, we can use 
principles such as adiabatic expansion, phase transition, Joule-
Thomson effect, rank effect, magnetic calorie effect and thermal 
electron phenomenon.  Referring to these principles, we can 
derive new design parameters more efficiently.  
2) Standard solution group 1-1: Group 1-1 solves problems by a 
substance-field model.  For example, standard solution 1-1-2 
solves a problem through transition to a composite substance-
field model if  it is possible to add a given substance.  In a 
problem that requires detecting very tiny liquid bubbles, if  a 
fluorescent material is added to the liquid in advance, the bubbles 
can be detected by using light.  
3) Standard solution group 2-1: Group 2-1 is transition to a 
complex substance-field model.  For example, in standard 
solution 2-1-1, efficiency is reinforced by forming a substance-
field model that is transformed and connected to the substance-
field controlled independently.  A sample case is a tractor that can 
change the center of  gravity on a steep slope.  
 

3.3 DECOUPLED DESIGN WITH LARGE OFF DIAGONAL 
TERMS (AD3 PATTERN) 

The design equation of  a decoupled design can be as following: 
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where X>>x.  In Eq. (6), when 2DP  is determined for 2FR , 

3FR  is almost determined because X is very large compared to x.   
Thus, 3FR  may not be satisfied by changing 3DP  since the 
influence of  3DP  on 3FR  is very small.   This case is named as 
the ‘AD3’ pattern.   
In such a case, the following groups in the substance-field model 
are helpful in deriving adequate designs.  
1) Standard solution group 3-2: Group 3-2 is transition to a micro 
level.  For example, standard solution 3-2-1 reinforces system 
efficiency through transition from the macro level to the micro 
level.  For fine adjustment, the use of  thermal expansion of  metal 
rods is more efficient than the use of  precise screws.  
2) Standard solution group 5-3: Group 5-3 utilizes state transition.  
For example, standard solution 5-3-3 improves system efficiency 
using physical phenomena generated from state transition.  If  an 
object is moved over an icy surface, the ice reduces friction.  
Besides, standard solution group 2-2, 2-3, 3-1 and 4-3 are 
applicable.  
 

3.4 COUPLED DESIGN WITH TECHNOLOGICAL 
CONTRADICTION (AD4 PATTERN) 

In TRIZ, contradictions are divided into technological 
contradictions and physical contradictions.  A technological 
contradiction means that the improvement of  a property 
deteriorates another property.  As in Eq. (7), if  2DP  is changed to 
improve functional requirement 2FR , 2FR  is improved but 3FR   
can be deteriorated.  This is a technological contradiction, which 
is named as the ‘AD4’ pattern.   
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A coupled design in the AD4 pattern should find another design 
parameter that satisfies the Independent Axiom.  The TRIZ 
contradiction matrix is used for this.  The contradiction matrix is 
to select improved and deteriorated properties in a given problem 
situation and to derive conceptual solutions using inventive 
principles at the crossing point.  For example, if  an electric switch 
is enlarged for higher reliability, it becomes longer and more 
difficult to be installed.  In this case, we set the level of  reliability 
for the improved property and the length for the worsened 
property, and find inventive principles at the crossing point in the 
contradiction matrix.  Inventive principles at the crossing point 
are the dynamic level, preliminary reaction, sphere and asymmetry.  
These principles and their relevant cases are much help in 
planning new designs.  
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Table 1  AD-TRIZ relationship table 

3.5 PHYSICAL CONTRADICTION COUPLED DESIGN (AD5 
PATTERN)  

In TRIZ, a physical contradiction means that a design parameter 
needs to increase in a situation and to decrease in another 
situation [10].  As in Eq. (8), if  2DP  is changed to improve 2FR , 

2FR is improved but 3FR can be improved or deteriorated 
depending on the situation.  This is a physical contradiction, 
which is named as the ‘AD5’ pattern.  In such a coupled design, 
the value of  the design parameter to be changed is found 
according to the principles of  separation in TRIZ.  Separation 
can be the separation of  time, the separation of  space, the 
separation between the whole body and parts and separation 
according to conditions.  As an example of  the separation of  
time, piles used in foundation work need to have a sharp end to 
be driven into the ground but need to have a blunt end for high 
bearing power.  In such a case, a small amount of  explosive is put 
in the sharp end of  a pile and after the pile has been driven into 
the ground the explosive is detonated to make the end blunt.  In 
this way, the pile has a sharp end easy to be driven in, and at the 
same time, a blunt end not easy to be taken off.  
 
 

3.6 OTHER COUPLED DESIGNS (AD6 PATTERN)  
In some coupled designs, if  2DP  is changed to improve 2FR , 

2FR  is improved and 3FR  is affected but not in the patterns of  
AD4 or AD5.  Two or more design parameters are coupled in a 
complicated way.  Such coupled designs are named as the ‘AD6’ 
pattern and an example is as following: 
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  This pattern solves problems using harmful complete systems in 
the substance-field model or ARIZ [21].  ARIZ sorts out all 
classical TRIZ techniques together.  A harmful complete system 

is a situation that produces a harmful or an unwanted effect.  A 
standard solution applicable to this situation is the decomposition 
of  the substance-field model in group 1-2.  Recommended 
methods for isolating the harmful effect are by using an insulator, 
blocking the harmful effect with an opposite field, protecting it 
with a safety substance that leads away the harmful effect and 
modifying the substance so that it becomes insensitive to the 
harmful effect.  
Table 1 shows the TRIZ modules to solve each pattern.  Using 

the relationship table, we can find uncoupled designs or better 
designs more efficiently.  
 

4 EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

4.1 DESIGN TO IMPROVE TAPE FEEDER 
The tape feeder is a device for feeding various electronic 
components on a circuit board.  As illustrated in Fig. 3, it is 
included in a chip mounter and feeds parts.  As illustrated in Fig. 
4, components to be installed on the chip mounter are contained 
in the reel tape.  A cover tape is attached to the reel tape.  To feed 
parts, the tape feeder peels off  the cover tape and feeds parts to a 
certain position so that the chip mounter head can get the parts 
continuously as illustrated in Fig. 5.  For the current tape feeder, 
the following FRs and DPs are defined: 

Axiomatic 
Design Pattern Related TRIZ modules 

AD1 Effect, SFM 5-1, 5-2, 5-4 

AD2 Effect, SFM 1-1, 2-1, 4-2  

AD3 SFM 2-2, 2-3, 3-1, 3-2, 4-3, 5-3 

AD4 Contradiction table 

AD5 Separation rules 

AD6 ARIZ, SFM 1-2, 2-4, 4-1, 4-4,4-5,5-3 Fig. 3 Chip mounter 

Cover tape

Chip

Position hole 

Fig. 4 Cover tape and chip 
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1FR  : Install the tape reel 

2FR  : Fix the component on the picking position 

3FR  : Peel the cover tape 

4FR  : Move the component as pitch distance 

5FR  : Change the empty reel 

6FR  : Guide the empty tape 

7FR  : Guide the cover tape 

8FR  : Change the pitch distance 
 

1DP  : Pocket reel 

2DP  : Tape guide 

3DP  : Drain roller 

4DP  : Sprocket, Ratchet  

5DP  : Rear pocket 

6DP  : Tape path of  frame 

7DP  : Post of  reel plate 

8DP  : Push lever link 
 
Each design parameter is marked in Fig. 5.  The design equation 
is 
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Eq. (9) is a coupled design.  3FR  and 4FR  are coupled as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. 3FR  is a function that peels off  the cover tape.  
Intense strength is required to hold the cover tape and peel it off, 
but the strength is propagated to the tape in the connected part.   

As a result, the parts are not supplied accurately and the position 
becomes slightly irregular.  
To maintain the correct position of  the part supply, the cover 
tape should be pulled on gently but the cover tape may not be 
peeled off  due to the shortage of  the force.  If  it is pulled on too 
strongly the position of  the fixed parts may be shaken.  This 
problem belongs to the AD4 pattern which is related to 
technological contradictions.  Thus, we can plan an improved 
design by using the contradiction matrix [16].  The improved 
property is Property No. 27 reliability and the worsened property 
is Property No. 4 the length of  a fixed object.  In the 
contradiction matrix, the inventive principles for the two 
properties are No. 5 dynamic level, No. 29 air and fluid system, 
No. 28 redesign and No. 12 identical electric potential.   
We can plan a design by referring to cases linked to each inventive 
principle.  Among them, the inventive principle of  No. 15 
dynamic level is to optimize the properties of  substance or 
external environment to the best condition at each operating step 
as found in cases such as the automotive electric-powered mirror 
and the chair and handle adjusting device.  A new design is made 
by using the principle of  the dynamic level, in which the link that 
moves forward the tape is separated from pulling the cover tape 
as illustrated in the left side of  Fig. 7.  Using this method, we can 
adjust the force for the drain roller to push the cover tape and the 
force to turn around the cover tape differently.   

Fig. 5 Tape feeder and DPs 
 

Fig. 7 New design of the tape feeder 

SEPERATED LINK 

Fig. 6 Current design of the tape 

DIRECT LINK 
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Then the design equation is 
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  (10) 

 
We can separately adjust the force of  holding the cover tape and 
the force of  pulling the tape.  Even if  the force of  pulling is 
controlled, the force does not reach the part due to the separated 
link.  As a result, an accurate position can be maintained.  The 
new design is employed for a new product.  
 

4.2 DESIGN OF A LASER MARKER BEAM ADJUSTING 
DEVICE 

A laser marker beam adjusting device adjusts the diode laser with 
the path of  a YAG marking laser [22].  The vertical and 
horizontal positions and the angle of  the beam adjusting device 
should be adjusted to the right datum point of  marking.  In many 
cases, it is not easy to use an adjusting device due to fine errors 
made in the manufacturing process.  Sometimes, the problem is 
not solved even with the use of  high-precision components or 
investment of  a long assembly time.  Therefore, it requires a 
design that can adjust the position and angle of  the adjusting 
device precisely.  The current design is illustrated in Fig. 8 and the 
FRs, DPs and constraints are defined as follows.  
 

1FR  : Align the vertical position of  the diode laser beam.  

2FR  : Align the vertical angle of  the diode laser beam.  

3FR  : Align the horizontal position of  the diode laser beam.  

4FR  : Align the horizontal angle of  the diode laser beam.  

5FR  : Fix the beam alignment.  
 

1C  : Install space  

2C  : Manufacturing cost  
 

1DP  : Vertically moving component 

2DP  : Supporting block 

3DP  : Fixing screw 
 
 The design matrix is 
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Fig. 8 Beam adjuster and DPs 

Fig. 9 New design No. 1 

Fig. 10 New design No. 2 
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In the current design, the vertical shift block should be moved to 
adjust the vertical position.  Then the preset vertical angle 
changes accordingly.  Likewise, when adjusting the horizontal 
position, the movement affects the horizontal angle and this 
makes it difficult to adjust them simultaneously.  It is attributed to 
the AD1 pattern and a part of  Eq. (11) can be 
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                      (12) 

 
A TRIZ module for Eq. (12) is a substance-field model 5-1-2 in 
Table 1.  In this module, when it is difficult to change the system 
to meet requirements, the device is changed to interacting 
subdivided elements for application.  When this design is applied 
and a new concept that distinguishes between the design 
parameter for deciding the vertical position and that for deciding 
the horizontal position, we can obtain a basic first design as 

illustrated in Fig. 9.   
 The proposed first design in Fig. 9 has the design parameter of  
the rear joint for adjusting the vertical position from which the 
beam starts and that of  the front joint for adjusting the vertical 
angle.  A screw can be fastened to each hole and each position 
can be fixed after adjustment.  The design matrix for this design 
is as in Eq. (13).   
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 Eq. (13) is a decoupled design and it has the AD3 pattern.  The 
first conceptual design can be improved further by using 
appropriate TRIZ modules applicable to the pattern.  Eq. (13) for 
the improved design is design pattern AD3.  Among applicable 
modules in Table 1, substance-field model 3-2 reinforces system 
efficiency at a certain stage of  system development through 
transition from the macro level to the micro level.  Two new 
designs are derived as illustrated in Figs.  10 and 11.  In the two 
designs, the rear screw for adjusting the vertical starting position 
of  the beam is separated from the front screw for adjusting the 
vertical angle of  the beam.  In Fig. 10, a fine adjustment is 
enabled by the screw without direct change of  the beam.  Actually, 
the design is reinforce by transition to a micro level.  The third 
design in Fig. 11 uses a coil, the temperature of  which is 
adjustable, instead of  a screw to control the position at a more 
microscopic level by adjusting the length of  the metal bar.  This 
design can determine the position more precisely than the design 
in Fig. 10.  
The last task is choosing one of  the three derived designs.  The 
third design is excellent, however, the constraint for the cost is 
violated.   Therefore, it is discarded.  The designs in Figs. 9 and 
10 are compared by using the Information Axiom.  When the 
information contents are compared, the one in Fig. 10 has less 
information [22-23], thus the design in Fig. 10 is selected as the 
final design.  The design in Fig. 10 is expanded to the entire 
system and the final design in Fig. 12 is made [24].   
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Recently a number of  engineering designs are being suggested 
and efforts are being made to improve design methods.  In this 
context, various decoupling methods for coupled designs are 
developed by using TRIZ modules.  From the research, the 
following statements are concluded: 
 
(1) TRIZ modules can be exploited well for the decoupling 
process of  coupled designs.  
(2) The coupled manner is classified into six patterns according to 
design equations and characteristics.  In addition, TRIZ modules 
applicable to each pattern are identified.  A flow chart is defined 
to use design axioms and TRIZ modules.  
(3) As an example, a conceptual design of  a tape feeder for the 
chip mounter is developed.  The initial design is identified as a 
coupled design.  The coupled design is decoupled by using a 
TRIZ and a new design is obtained.   

Fig. 11 New design No. 3 

Fig. 12 Final expanded design 
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(4) An auxiliary beam adjusting device used in laser markers is 
designed.  The current design is found to be coupled.  The 
coupled design is decoupled by using TRIZ.  In this case, multiple 
designs are made and the final design is determined based on the 
developed flow chart.  
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